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          Rebecca carefully  manoeuvred  her tray through  the  entrance  of the 

  reception room, into which she had shown her visitor. It was the hour when 

  she 'took tea' and when he had arrived, it had been a foregone conclusion 

  that she would include him in the ritual. Michael ben Levi had come alone, 

  which was a little surprising. Administrators usually had at least one or two 

  aides accompanying them wherever they went. The reason for him arriving 

  unaccompanied, had yet to be revealed.

        She had been careful to include a choice of teas in those available for 

  her guest and the plate of small cakes which she offered him were also of a 

  more than usual variety. There could be no doubt that his visit had much to 

  do with the disappearance of Leah, but she had been careful not to press the 

  point until they were comfortably seated and armed with her refreshments.

        "I must tell you, brother ben Levi, I am greatly concerned about Leah. 

  What is the latest information? Have you yet reached her Shuttle?"

        Michael had placed an embargo on releasing the information from the 

  search party. He was pleased to see that Rebecca did not seem to have been 

  informed. He lowered his teacup from his lips.

        "We have no definite information about Leah's condition as yet, sister 

  Rebecca."

        He thought he detected a little puzzlement, but in all his dealings with 

  Rebecca, she had always managed to maintain a strictly neutral expression - 

  it was hard to read her reaction.

        "I was given to understand that a search party would have reached the 



  landing area by this time - "

        "The weather conditions have closed in - they're having a great deal of 

  difficulty getting through - "

        "I am extremely concerned for her safety."

        It was the second time she had used the word concerned. He couldn't 

  read a great deal into it.

        "As we all are, sister Rebecca - but we are in the hands of the search 

  parties. I'm told that it is impossible to make an aerial search. We can draw a 

  certain amount of comfort from the fact that the Shuttle appears to have made 

  a soft landing and that it is equipped with atmospheric control which should 

  keep   Leah   reasonably   comfortable   -   unless,   of   course,   she   was   unwise 

  enough to leave the safety of the ship."

          Rebecca placed her cup on the side table very carefully.

        "Leah can be a very impetuous young woman, brother ben Levi. I do 

  hope she doesn't try to be heroic."

        "I doubt if she would do anything so foolish as to leave the ship - of 

  course, if she did, we would have serious cause for alarm."

        "Indeed - I'm so glad the children are here, safe and well, with me."

        "I agree with you - whatever prompted Leah to make her journey, I am 

  very pleased that she didn't consider taking the children."

        "Of   course,   she   never   takes   them   with   her   when   she's   on   official 

  business."

          "You are assuming that she was on official business? Would you have 

  any idea why she would have taken a flight into that area? Did she, perhaps, 

  discuss her plans with you?"

        "Leah never discussed her official business with me, brother ben Levi - 

  unless it was in connection with packing for some journey. On this occasion, 



  she gave no indication at all."

        "That could be significant - If you usually packed baggage for a trip 

  and didn't on this occasion, Leah must have done so herself."

          "Which   would   only   go   to   prove   that   her   reasons   were   extremely 

  secretive. I have always packed for Leah - and for Marcus when he was - 

  alive."

          Michael stared at her, the placid mask had shivered a little, now it was 

  restored.

          "Then, you would be in a very good position to tell me how much of her 

  clothing has been taken."

        She eyed him without blinking.

        "If necessary, I could check her wardrobe - but surely, this is a little 

  premature, Leah will be found when the Shuttle is reached?"

          "Only if she hasn't decided to try - heroics - I think that was the word 

  you used. Only if she hasn't tried to walk out from the landing site."

          Rebecca rose stiffly.

        "I shall make an immediate check, brother ben Levi."

        "I would be most grateful, sister Steinbecker. One more thing - I am 

  quite sure Leah would wish me to stay here during my visit to Salem. It will be 

  a   prolonged   visit   -  certainly,  until   we  have   ensured   that  Leah  is  safe  and 

  sound   and   restored   to   us.   Then,   there   is   the   question   of   the   unfinished 

  investigation into Marcus's death. I intend to find who is responsible for both 

  incidents - and to bring them to account!"

        Her rigid face didn't move.

        "I am quite sure we all want Leah returned to us - and we want to find 

  out who was responsible for what happened to Marcus. We will be honoured 

  to have the Administrator share our roof. I will ensure that you have adequate 



  quarters - for your staff as well."  

        "I will have one secretary with me - and an advisor. If the additional 

  two will not be an imposition on your hospitality."

        "They are as welcome as you are yourself, brother ben Levi."

        The door closed behind her and Michael relaxed, he grinned slightly. 

  The   woman   was   certainly   living   up   to   Leah's   description   of   her   being   a 

  dragon. He rose from the chair and opened the door into the main foyer - it 

  was deserted. Leah's communication room was on the other side of the hall. 

  He took a security master holo-cube from his pocket and inserted it into the 

  lock. He placed his eye close to an aperture for the obligatory retina scan. 

  The door opened without hesitation and the room beyond flooded with light. 

  When he had entered, the door closed behind him automatically and security 

  was restored.

        He checked the input message files. There was nothing outstanding. 

  Leah must have cleared all unfinished business before she left - or was taken 

  - away from the house. He had ordered an immediate freeze on subsequent 

  communiqués. Now, he activated the connection to the Salem Headquarters 

  and a holo-link into their control room. The image of his secretary stabilised 

  from the shimmer of light.

          "What's happening, Simon?"

        "The search party has confirmed that there is no trace of Leah at the 

  landing   site.   They   have   scanned   the   ship   -   there   is   no   trace   of   her   ever 

  having   been   on   board.   The   checks  included   fingerprints   -   and   even   DNA 

  comparisons from waste disposal. We can say categorically, that Leah was 

  never on the ship!"

        "So - Luke Belin called it correctly."

        "It would seem so, Michael."



        "What about the interviews with Terminal staff?"

        "We've   drawn   a   blank.   No   one   admits   to   seeing   Leah   Steinbecker 

  since she left the Administration Office on the evening when the Shuttle left 

  the terminal. We have traced her boarding her Pod for the journey out to your 

  location. She remained there for three hours and then her Pod returned to the 

  Salem  Terminal.   Someone   says   that   he   saw  her   leaving   the   Pod   when   it 

  arrived, but beyond that we have found no trace."

        "This person who saw her - is he sure it was Leah?"

        "He says a woman left the Pod. She was shrouded up against the cold 

  - he assumed it was Leah."

          Michael thought about it for a while.

          "Simon, I want an exhaustive check on all Pod traffic to and from the 

    Steinbecker Estate, from the time Leah arrived home from the office until four  

  hours after the departure of the Shuttle. At the same time, I want a complete 

  check on all  Pod traffic  leaving  the  Terminal  from the hour that Leah was 

  supposedly seen leaving her Pod - make it for the same time scale. I want 

  you to check every passenger and get independent verification that they were 

  who   they  said   they  were.   Check  every  Pod   onboard   computer  for   identity 

  verification - and Simon, be thorough!"

        "I'll get right on to it, boss."

        "Good man!"

        "There's one other thing, Michael - we have a holo-link request from 

  Feodor Chernienko, it's been patched through from Jerusalem Control."

        "I'll take it here."

        Simon's image faded from the holo-pad and was replaced by that of 

  Feodor. He looked to be in an advanced stage of impatience.

          "Greetings, Michael - you're a hard man to contact! I've been chasing 



  you half way across the planet!"

          "And didn't move your butt from your seat!"

          There was a flicker of a grin.

        "I didn't expect to run you to earth in Salem of all places - or perhaps I 

  did! What are you up to - following my advice to sweep the lady off her feet?"

          Michael eyed him solemnly.

        "I might just do that - when I catch up with her."

        "Now you're talking sense! - Enough of the chit-chat! Georgi Malenski 

  is on the move!"

        "Is he now? He hasn't allowed the grass to grow under his feet. Is he 

  heading in your direction?"

        "No - at least, not the bulk of his people. They look to be spreading out 

  through Grigor's province. The main concentration is still moving to the west, 

  well north of my boundary. My advisers tell me that Georgi's about to meet 

  the groups coming down from Scandia. When that happens, I don't think the 

  greetings will be very polite, we might expect to see some sparks flying."

        "We might also see Georgi's group being forced to the south by the 

  pressure of that contact - or sheer weight of numbers. Watch your northern 

  frontier, Feodor."

        "It's Anatole Barenkov I'm worried about. He could find himself right in 

  the line of fire."

        "An unfortunate turn of phrase, Feodor. I hope it doesn't come to that."

        "Let's not kid ourselves, Michael - it WILL come to that before we're 

  very much older!"

        They closed the link and Michael remained staring at the empty space. 

  He couldn't expect any results from Simon's enquiries for a while. It would 

  take time to check through the records and perform the verifications he had 



  demanded. He hated the delay, every instinct urged him to take a personal 

  hand   in   tracking   down   the   people   who   were   responsible   for   Leah's 

  disappearance. The  same instinct  told  him that when he did, he would  be 

  confronted with the killers of Marcus Steinbecker.

          There was something he could do. He accessed the personnel files of 

  all  those  who formed the  immediate  staff around  Leah.  He included  those 

  who had left her employment since the death of Marcus. He soon found that 

  the   name  Steinbecker   occurred   with   monotonous   regularity.   It   smacked   of 

  nepotism. He smiled grimly, Marcus - and Joel before him, had drawn heavily 

  on their cousins - near and remote. He reminded himself that there were a 

  tremendous   number   of   people   with   the   name   Steinbecker   and   surely,   it 

  should   not   have   prohibited   them   from   obtaining   employment   in   the 

  Administration.   Nevertheless,   it   was   a   factor   to   be   considered.   He   went 

  through them again and one name stood out - David Steinbecker. 

        He leaned back in his chair and tried to remember him. He was the 

  ineffectual   assistant   to   Marcus.   He   was   the   one   who   had   seemed  almost 

  pleased when it was suggested to him that he might find other employment 

  more convivial. Michael touched a control and a holo-image of the young man 

  was   formed   on   the   holo-pad.   It   was   a   sculpture   in   light.   Michael   set   the 

  controls   to   make   it   slowly   rotate.   David   Steinbecker   looked   an   innocuous 

  young  man. He wore  a look of anxiety,  as if  he was desperately trying  to 

  please. He looked as if he was about to shrink into the woodwork.

          Michael glanced at his list of interests. None of them were of a robust 

  nature. He was what he looked, a man interested in history, a bookworm in 

  the   old-fashioned   sense.   There   was   every   indication   that   he   was   a   mild 

  mannered man who would go out of his way not to cause offence. On the 

  surface, he was hardly a candidate for an assassin - or for a kidnapper - but 



  what was under  the  surface?  That  was something  the  rotating  holo-model 

  could not show him. He canceled the display and David faded into obscurity.

        It   didn't   matter   what   he   looked   on   the   surface,   he   would   stand 

  investigation.   There   were   few  other   leads   and   every   possibility   had   to   be 

  exhausted.   David   Steinbecker   would   soon   find   himself   having   to   explain 

  where   he   had   spent   every   minute   of   the   day   on   which   Leah,   his   remote 

  cousin, had disappeared.

          Perhaps,   it   was   the   thought   of   cousins   which   prompted   him,   but 

  Michael   found   himself   keying   in   the   co-ordinates   for   the   display   of   the 

  Steinbecker genealogical tree. He ignored the top layers. Everyone knew that 

  Carl   was  the  progenitor  and  that   Joel  and   Amos  were  his   sons.   Marcus's 

  position   in   the   hierarchy   was   easy   to   identify.   Leah   occurred   a   few 

  generations   further   and   by   this   time,   there   was   quite   a   tangle   of   cross 

    relationships,   which   would   have   given   a   genealogist   nightmares   to   try   to 

  untangle. It wasn't unusual, the ben Levi family tree was no better.

        He found Rebecca, she was a second cousin to Marcus - so far as he 

  was able to deduce. A further survey located David - he was a third cousin to 

  Marcus and an undefinable something to Leah - but - he was a nephew to 

  Rebecca!

          Michael  stared at the information and then, very slowly,  expunged it 

  from  the   screen.   The   blankness   was   more   comfortable.   He   knew   he   was 

  alone in the secure room, but that little bit of information made him suddenly 

  wary of hidden eyes watching his every move. Luke Belin had said something 

  to the effect that he should look closer to home. He wondered if the man was 

  very astute, or whether he knew more than he was saying. Michael opened 

  the link to Salem.

          "Simon,   when   you   are   finished   there,   come   out   to   the   Steinbecker 



  estate - and bring Luke Belin with you!"

        He closed down the communication centre and sealed the room, when 

  he turned, Rebecca was standing a few paces from him. He stared into her 

  bland face.

        "I thought you would like to know, brother ben Levi. I have prepared 

  rooms for yourself and your staff. If you would be so good as to follow me."

          "You are most kind, sister Steinbecker." 

          Michael wasn't a man given to being frightened by dark corners, but 

  the   feeling   of   apprehension   wouldn't   leave   him,  even   when   Rebecca   had 

  closed the door panel after her. He had looked at her ramrod straight back, 

  as she had led him to the guest chamber. She wasn't a young woman and 

  looked what she was - a housekeeper. Her hair was drawn back severely off 

  her face. It was tied in a knot at the back. It was hardly an attractive style but 

  it was functional. That was the word which summed her up - functional. She 

  gave the impression of quiet efficiency. She presented an impersonal face to 

  the   world.   He   wondered   what   was   under   the   surface,   the   hidden,   deeper 

  currents. Perhaps they were strong enough for kidnapping and murder.

        The   thought   increased   his   tension.   Leah   could   already   be   dead. 

  Marcus had been murdered, there was no reason why Leah should be kept 

  alive! He tried to remember what she had told him about Rebecca - it wasn't 

  much. He was aware that there was not a great deal of love  lost between 

  them  and   that   it   seemed   to   hinge   on   the   fact   that   Marcus   had   brought   a 

  young wife into a household that had been dominated by the older woman. 

  Thereafter, there had been conflict over the children. Leah had believed that 

  Rebecca had a covert desire to appropriate her children. It was another factor 

  to puzzle him. Why would an ageing woman want to saddle herself with two 

  young children and exclude the natural mother? Perhaps the answer to that 



  question was the reason why Marcus was dead and Leah was missing.

        He sat down in an easy chair and looked out into the night. The wintry 

  storms had died down over recent days, there were even a few stars shining 

  through the broken clouds. Leah's home had always impressed him as being 

  a haven  of peace - perhaps it was its long association  with Joel  and Carl 

  before him. It had represented continuity but now he felt threatened, there 

  were covert forces at work and he knew that their application would be quite 

  ruthless, if he showed signs of getting too near to the truth. He would need to 

  move very carefully.

        It was a relief  when Simon was shown up to his room by the stony 

  faced   Rebecca.   He   was   followed   by   rangy   figure   of   Luke   Belin.   Michael 

  thanked Rebecca with a display of old world courtesy which provoked a snort 

  of derision from Simon, when they were alone.

          "There   are   times   when   you   lay   your   fatal   charm   on   with   a   trowel, 

  Michael!"

        His smile faded when Michael responded with a growl.

        "Keep your voice down, Simon!"

        "What's going on, boss?"

        Michael   flicked   a   glance   at   Luke   Belin.   The   tall   man   was   leaning 

  against the window frame and gazing into the darkness.

        "Ask him! he knows a few answers - which he is about to tell us!"

        Luke turned, his expression was serious.

        "I wouldn't trust that witch for longer than her broom handle."

        "Is that an old Russian saying?"

        "I wouldn't know, Simon. Michael is beginning to get the picture about 

  our unfriendly hostess."

        "Tell us what you know."



        "I know nothing - that's the problem. There are a lot of rumours - most 

  of which are whispered behind hands. You get to hear a lot of family gossip 

  when you work together with the Steinbeckers."

        "And you work together with the Steinbeckers at Terminal Control?" 

        "Tell me where you don't work together with the Steinbeckers - they're 

  everywhere!"

        "I had noticed - go on - what did you hear from your particular contact 

  with the Steinbeckers?"

        "An odd word here and there. Rebecca is a bit of a joke with some of 

  them - others seem to fear her. The ones who think she's hilarious, see her a 

  frustrated spinster who had tried to bed Marcus for centuries with no success. 

  The  man was simply not interested. The  final  blow came when he arrived 

  home with  a young  bride  and  produced  children  in  quick  succession.  The 

  peculiarity   is   that   Rebecca   has   taken   the   children   under   her   wing   like   a 

  broody hen and absolutely dotes on them. It's almost as if she saw herself as 

  a   proxy  wife   to   Marcus   and   a   mother   to   the   children   he   gave   to   another 

  woman."

          Michael growled.

        "It sounds like a recipe for disaster - and that's what we have. What 

  else do your whisperers say?"  

        "They  clammed  up   after   Marcus's   death.   It   looked   to   me  as  if   they 

  suddenly became frightened."

          "Rebecca was no longer considered amusing?"

        "More than that - it was genuine fear. In the days just before Marcus 

  took the fatal flight, a few things were said. Leah was away - "

        "In Jerusalem - "

        "Right - The word was that Marcus was wandering around looking as if 



  the bottom had dropped out of his world - and Rebecca was queen of the 

  castle."

          "Meaning?"

          "Meaning   that   she   had   Marcus   and   his   children   to   herself   and   she 

  thought   it   would   only   be   a   matter   of   time   before   it   would   be   official.   The 

  general opinion within the family was that Leah wasn't coming back - she was 

  supposed to have flown away into the arms of her lover!"

          Simon looked scandalised and glared at the ceiling. Luke maintained 

  his direct gaze into Michael's eyes. The Administrator murmured.

          "And  then,   Marcus  decided   to   follow Leah  to   Jerusalem  for  Asher's 

  committal."

        There was a profound silence before Michael went on.

        "But   is   this   a   good   enough   reason   for   the   murder   of   Marcus 

  Steinbecker. Does it make sense that he would be killed by a disappointed, 

  would-be lover?"

          Luke shrugged.

          "Stranger   things   have   happened.   If   the   mind   becomes  unbalanced, 

  people do irrational things.

          Simon protested.

        "I don't think that would include killing the man one wanted to marry."

        "Why not? Perhaps, it was the case of the last attempt failing. Marcus 

  was on his way to be reunited with his wife - the wife who was supposed to 

  have run away to be in the arms of another man."

        "But, what about Leah in all this?"

          Michael interjected.

        "The   answer   is   very   simple.   It   comes   down   to   the   children!   The 

  children are central to the whole issue. The reasoning runs along these lines. 



  If the father finally shows himself to be unattainable, kill him! The mother has 

  always been resented and is now in the way, so, dispose of her. That leaves 

  the children - and a proxy mother!"


